I will:

1. Operate within the rules and conventions of the combat sports and martial arts form in which I participate

2. Show respect and courtesy to all involved in combat sports

3. Always follow medical advice and suspensions when given by doctors

4. Accept the decisions of match officials and do nothing to incite dissent or hostility to match officials

5. Accept and cooperatively implement the decisions and directions of Combat Sport Inspectors and officials

6. Not conduct myself publicly in a way that any reasonable person would find brings the sport and martial art form into disrepute

7. Accurately complete and update regularly all requirements for my registration

8. Not improperly influence the outcomes or results of any competition or match

9. Report to the Combat Sports Authority or Police any criminal or match fixing or influencing actions or approaches

10. Comply with the laws and regulations that govern the combat sport and martial art form including:

   a. Alcohol, drugs and anti-doping laws and regulations
   b. Gambling laws and regulations
   c. Work health and safety laws and regulations
   d. Regulations on medical assessment of combatants
   e. Laws against discrimination and harassment of people on the basis of their race, cultural background, religion, gender or sexual orientation
   f. Rules promulgated by peak or sanctioning bodies for my sport or martial form